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ABSTRACT

Severely diffraction-broadened visible light images

from grazing incidence optical systems are measured and

analyzed using a diffraction integral model to predict

slope errors and image quality at XUV wavelengths.
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Introduction

Optical systems designed to utilize extreme ultraviolet (GUV) and

x-ray photons from synchrotron radiation (SR) light sources with grazing

incidence optics generally have entrance apertures that are long in the

horizontal plane and narrow in the vertical plane. Apertures that are 1

rarad high by several mllliradians wide &t a distance of 10 meters from the

source with a focal length of 1 meter are typical. A point source

illuminated by a red He-Ne laser beam imaged through a system with this

aperture and focn" langth results in a 1.2 mm high image that is severely

broadened by diffraction. Component alignment and wavefront quality

assessment with visible light is difficult when the diffraction limit is so

severe. The nm of visible light for system alignment is, however, a

necessity, because alignment under actual operating conditions and at

operating wavelengths in ultra high vacuum (UHV) chambers is totally

impractical. Except in rare instances, UHV components are not accessible

for alignment adjustments. How, then, can we make use of the information

available in the severely diffraction-limited visible image to assesr the

performance of our system at x-ray wavelengths?

Our approach to solving this problem is to make use of image quality

information that is contained in the full diffraction pattern of the

rectangular aperture, not only in the central maximum, but also in the

shape of the higher order maxima. This method is particularly useful for

calibrating mirror-bender mechanisms for bent-cylinder optics, since the

amount of preload on the bending device is generally not known during the

initial alignment. We measure the point spread function (PSF) of the

system by scanning across the image of a pinhole source with a narrow slit,

and then model the results with a simple diffraction, integral calculation

that runs on an HP 9836 desktop computer.
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Model

The Intensity distribution In an ideal image limited by a rectangular

aperture is the well known (sine)2 function. This is strictly true only IT

the image plane. For points not in the image plane, the intensity pattern

for an ideal converging wavefront through a rectangular aperture was

calculated analytically by Thompson [1] in 1959. In the case of aberrated

wavefronts, with which we are dealing, an analytic treatment that includes

the entire volume of space near the geometric focus does not exist. For

this reason we developed a simple one-dimensional Fresnel-Kirchhoff numeri-

cal integration program that runs in BASIC on an HP 9836 desktop computer.

The physical image formation problem is illustrated in Fig. 1. A wavefront

emerging from the exit pupil of a system converges to form an image in an

observation plane. The image formation process can be described by the

Fresnel-Kirchhoff scalar diffraction integral formulation for the amplitude

of the field in the observation plane:

lkrPQ
U(P) - J _ / / U ( Q ) - 2 - dA (1)

1X A rPQ

where tha integration is carried out over the exit pupil area, r ^ is the

distance between a point in th<* exit pupil and the observation point, and

U(Q) describes the amplitude and phase of the wavefront in the aperture.

Since we are dealing with a narrow rectangular aperture and a narrow slit

detector, we can treat the problem as a one-dimensional integral over the

width of the aperture. Since we are only interested in relative ampli-

tudes, we may neglect the constant terms outside the integral in Eq. (1)

and, with reference to Fig. 2, we may rewrite the diffraction integral as:
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where the distance rpf) is written explicitly in terns of the coordinates of

the source and observation points. The aperture function is written as the

product of two terms: *j? is the phase of the ideal converging wavefront;

* , is the phase variation of the aberration term. The 4L, focus term is

simple the sag of the ideal wavefront in the aperture, approximated as

2* Q *

The aberration terra depends on the particular situation under considera-

tion. We have found that in most cases it is sufficient to model the

aberration as a single period sinusoid, whose period is the full aperture

width, W, with two free parameters: the amplitude, A, and the phase, *o:

The physical justification for this function is that it approximates, to

lowest order in one dimension, the type of figure defect one would expect

in polishing long, cylindrical aspheres: namely a surface with a low spot

either in the middle or near an end. When appropriate, a more detailed

aberration function can be used, as in the case of a known gravity sag

correction as shown below. The form of Eq. (2), using the wavefront terms

as in Eqs. (3) and (4), is suited for direct numerical integration. The

aperture is divided into intervals based upon the smallest Fresnel zone

width, and for each observation point, Pj, the integral is summed over
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each aperture point, taking care to separate the real and imaginary parts.

The intensity, which is the observable quantity, is the square modulus of

the amplitude.

PGM Studies

The initial impetus for this analysis came from the desire to

understand more fully the nature of zero-order images produced by the NSLS

Plane Grating Monochromator (PGM) [2]. A set of recent zero-order scans

from the CJA PGM is shown in Fig. 3. In this case the source was the actual

SR source, monochromatized through a narrow band interference filter

centered at 405 nm. At this wavelength the source is still diffraction

limited and the Images represent the actual PSF of the instrument. None of

the images exhibits the ideal (sine) form. By inserting a plane mirror

into the PGM after the P5 colliraating mirror, we were able to make PSF

measurements on the P5 mirror alone by autocollimating the light from a

He-Ne laser point source. The results are shown in the upper half of Fig.

4. The model aberration function that best-fits the data is one with an

amplitude of 0.1 X (63 nm) and a phase of - . Physically, this is equiva-

lent to a symmetric cosine function which suggests a surface with a low

spot in the center (or a high spot). The effect of this model is to raise

the first order maxima on each side of the central peak and fill in the

first order minima on each side. The equivalent single-pass RMS wavefront

slope error calculated from this aberration function is 2.7 arc seconds.

The lower part of Fig. 4 illustrates the type of aberration seen with

the P3 focussing mirror installed in the system. In this case measurements

were made with a He-Cd laser and pinhole source. The model aberration

function that best-fits this observation is one with an amplitude of
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0.1 X (44 na) with no phase offset. This aberration is equivalent to a

sine function with an RMS slope error of 3.8 arc seconds. This function

also has a net tilt, which serves to direct most of the aberrated energy

into the right-hand first-order peak at the expense of the left-hand peak.

This model behavior reproduces the actual data observation quite well.

The usefulness of this RMS slope error measurement lies in the fact

that it allows us to estimate the performance of the PGM at shorter

wavelengths. At shorter wavelengths, the actual SR source acts as an

incoherent source over the aperture of the PGM. The observed image is the

convolution of the ideal source-size-limited (SSL) image with the slope

error function. In this case the SSL image for P3 is on the order of 20 Jim

wide at FWHM, while the 3.8 arc second slope error results in an image

smearing of about 19 pm. The SSL is thus matched exactly to the aberration

in the system. One consequence if this observation is that the system

performance cannot be improved by reducing the size of the source. The

quality of the optical components would need to be improved before a

reduction in source size would be useful.

Bent Mirror Studies

The PSF analysis technique is also useful for assessing the quality of

bent cylinder mirrors and calibrating mirror bender mechanisms. A series

of measurements and models is shown in Fig. 5 for the X-14 bent mirror [3]

illuminated by a He-Ne laser and pinhole source. This mirror is 62 cm

long, of which the central 50 cm is illuminated at a grazing angle of 10

rarads. The fncal length is nominally 10 meters, which is where the

scanning detector was located. By driving the stepping motor on the

bending mechanism first to the best focus and then beyond to an overbent
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condition, one can model the observed image scans as shown in Fig. 6. For

the •ase. of the best image an aberration function is required that consists

of two terms: one accounts for the gravity-induced sag along the length of

the surface, the other is a residual sinusoid to account for the remainder

of the observed PSF aberration. The amount of residual sinusoid required

has an amplitude of 19 nm (0.03 X at 632.8 nm) in the aperture, which

produces a 3.4 arc second wavefront slope error. When the mirror is

overbent by 200 steps, the value of the focal langth parameter in equation

(3) changes from 10.0 m to 5.80 m, and for 300 steps the focal length

becomes A.SO m. The agreement between model and data is quite remarkable.

The sensitivity to the focal length parameter is such that changing the

value from 4.50 m to 4.49 m reduces the left-hand peak by about 20%

relative to the right-hand peak. The most striking feature of this

analysis is that the aberration function described above is absolutely

essential to reproduce the observed data.

Summary

This study has shown the usefulness of the PSF analysis technique for

assessing the quality of grazing incidence optical systems used with SR.

The fact that most SR optical systems have rectangular acceptance apertures

simplifies the calculation of the diffraction integral model. The test is

easy to set up and is convenient to perform with visible light sources. In

some cases even the actual SR source can be used because it acts as a

coherent, diffraction-limited source for small aperturi SR optics. Folding

mirrors and vacuum windows do not appear to have a significant effect on

the observed images; most of the residual aberrations are inherent in the

surfaces observed to date. For a good signal-to-noise ratio, one must be
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able to shield the photomultiplier detector from stray room light by

restricting the field of view and by restricting the band pass to the laser

wavelength. The model is easy to program and runs rapidly on an HP 9836

desktop computer, provided the aperture size is not too large. One quickly

can get a feel for the effect of various types of aberrations on the

observed intensity patterns.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the image formation process. A pin-hole

source produces an ideal spherical wave incident on a grazing

incidence component or system. Emerging aberrated wavefront

converges to a focus in the image plane where a scanning slit and

detector record the one-dimensional point spread function.

Figure 2. Geometry of the diffraction integral model. For each point,

Pj, in the observation plane, the optical path contribution

from all points, Qj, in the aperture is computed and summed.

Figure 3. Plots of the measured zero order images from the UA plane grating

monochromator, taken with the SR beam as the source, using a

narrowband 405 nm wavelength filter. The four ranges are

designated from most grazing to least grazing incidence as:

PI, -.-.-. - P2, - P3, - P4.

The FWHM depends mainly on the effective aperture width of each

range; the asymmetry and distortion in the higher order

diffraction maxima depend on the type of aberration in the

system.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS (continued)

Figure 4. (Upper) - Image produced by the P5 collimating paraboloid alone

in an autocollimation geometry. Model (dashed line) aberration

function is a single period cosine function with a 63 nra

amplitude, which indicates that the mirror produces a single-pass

RMS wavefront slope error of 2.7 arc seconds.

(Lower) - Solid line is image from the P3 system. Dashed line is

the model and dotted line is the ideal PSF for this aperture.

Model Indicates an asymmetric sine function aberration with

amplitude of 44 nm and an RMS wavefront slope error of 3.8 arc

seconds. The asymmetric sine function has a net tilt across the

surface, which pushes more intensity into the right side higher-

order maxima than into the left.

Figure 5. A series of scans (solid lines) from the bent mirror on X-14 as a

function of relative stepping motor drive setting. The model

curves (dotted lines) include effects of a gravity-induced mirror

sag and a residual sinusoidal aberration with a 3.4 arc second

RMS slope error.
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U4 PGM Zero Order Images
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